
Meeting of Major Associations with Hon'ble Minister I & B 
 

Leaders of Major Associations ARTEE, ADTEA, PSA & ADP3 today (27.03.2018) held a detailed one 
hour Meeting with Hon'ble Minister I & B, Madam Smriti Zubin Irani ji. Sh. N.K.Sinha, Hon’ble Secy. I&B 
. Sh. Rohit Parmar, Sr. Economic Advisor was also present in the meeting. 
 
Representatives attended the Meeting. 
 
From ARTEE 
 
[1]. Umesh Chandra, President, ARTEE 
[2]. Yogesh Kumar, VP(TV), 
[3]. Dinesh Chand,  Addl. G.S. 
[4]. L.R.Gupta, VP(NZ), 
[5]. S.M.Sharma, Asstt. Treasurer, 
[6]. S.P.Dubey, Joint Secy. NZ 
 
From ADTEA : Sh. Umakant Joshi, Joint Secy.  
From PSA : Dr. Santosh Nahar, Vice President. 
From ADP3   : Sh. Rajiv Dubey, Executive Member. 
 

Details of discussion 
 
(1). 25.02.1999 Upgradation in MACP : The issue discussed in details and Associations submitted that 
the favorable Advise of DoLA is not given due consideration by MIB. HMIB assured that it will be 
considered and assured that Recovery will not be permitted as it is clearly mentioned in the letter that 
it will be regulated by Guide lines of Rafiq Massiah Case. 
 
(2). LPT Closure & Security: Associations expressed resentment on arbitrary closure of 272 
LPTs/VLPTs on the name of digitization. We also informed that these LPTs are not listed in the 
schedule of Digitization released by Prasar Bharati. HMIB asked to submit a representation by 
tomorrow and assured to take up the issue with Prasar Bharati. We also discussed the issue of 
security in LPTs in the light of removal of security guards. 
 
(3). Delay in Salary Payment to Employees: This issue discussed and HMIB assured that interests of 
Employees will be protected. She said that after signing the MoU with Prasar Bharati things will 
streamline. 
 
(4). Stagnation in Promotions : HMIB informed that they are in favor of giving promotions to Employees 
and this thing was clearly informed in Prasar Bharati Board Meeting by the Nominee of I&.B. 
 
(5). Merger of Cadres of EA/SEA and Tech/ Sr.Tech. : We raised that EA/SEA Merger is pending since 
last seven years and Merger Tech/Sr.Tech is also justified. HMIB asked Sh. Rohit Parmar, Sr. Economic 
Advisor to look into the issue. 
 
(6). Associations also informed HMIB that a small section of Employees met her few days back and 
projected themselves as representative of all employees which is away from the facts. 
 
Meeting was held in very positive environment and HMIB assured to continue such interactions. 
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